January, 2017
Dear Partners,
Laughing Water Capital (LWC) returned 17% gross during the 2nd half of 2016, bringing our return since
inception to 44%.1 Of course, net numbers are what matter to limited partners, so please view your
individual statements. The SP500 and R2000 returned 7.8% and 18.7% in the 2nd half of the year, and
21.5% and 39.7% since inception, respectively. As always, I remind you that LWC makes no attempt to
track the indices, and thus our performance will frequently diverge, sometimes to our benefit, and
sometimes to our detriment. Our portfolio is concentrated, and thus volatile by design.
While our performance this year was quite good, I advise you to disregard our recent success and
instead prepare yourself for the times when our portfolio incurs paper losses. Despite clever marketing
campaigns and complicated strategies that suggest otherwise, all investment strategies underperform at
one time or another, and in my view, over an investing life time, perhaps the most important
determinant of success is how one behaves during the bad times. Thus I believe investors are well
served if they can mentally “bank” the excess returns generated in 2016, and then access them later
during times of difficulty.
We are focused on long term compounding of wealth, and believe that the price of long term out
performance is a willingness to accept volatility in the short term. I am happy to pay this price, and for
this reason, almost the entirety of my and my family’s assets are invested in our strategy. Our interests
are aligned.

2H 2016 Highlights
Our last letter ended with commentary on my decision to move to a semi-annual letter writing format
rather than quarterly. This decision was made in order to de-emphasize the short term thinking that
comes with quarterly letters. In my view, 6 months is still a very short period of time when judging
investment success, but I am happy to report that I believe my investment process has benefitted from
this change as it has enhanced my ability to look past the short-term gyrations of the market, and
sharpened my ability to focus on the fundamentals of the businesses I investigate. As always, the goal is
to be a better investor tomorrow than I am today, and over longer periods of time fundamentals are
what will drive results.

A Brief Word on the Election
“We will continue to ignore political and economic forecasts, which are an expensive distraction for
many investors and businessmen.”
~Warren Buffett, 1994 letter to Berkshire shareholders
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To say that talk of the election dominated the news over the last 6 months would be an
understatement. Despite all the noise and vitriol, from our perspective the election was mostly a nonevent. We are business owners focused on the long-term ability of our companies to thrive, not on the
price Mr. Market may be willing to pay us for our businesses on any given day, and we were thus well
positioned regardless of the election outcome.
A key part of our investment process revolves around understanding what will happen to our businesses
when something unexpected happens with the world, because eventually it will. By way of example,
would women be any more or less likely to buy makeup and thus affect our investment in Revlon (REV)
as a result of who is in the White House? Will cities and towns cease to need to update their traffic
management systems and thus affect our investment in Iteris (ITI) because of who is elected President?
As such, we were no more or less likely to sell our businesses in the face of the election than the
entrepreneur who owns a business on Main Street USA. It is always the case that multiples can contract
in the near term, but if the intrinsic value of the business at hand continues to grow, in the long term
our investment performance will be acceptable.
If this attitude seems blasé, consider that the election served as an excellent reminder that talking heads
and “experts” have no ability to predict the future, despite their assertions to the contrary. Moreover, it
is interesting to note that in this instance knowing the future (a Trump victory) would have been a
negative as the same “experts” who are now screaming “buy on Trump’s lower taxes and infrastructure
spending!” were informing the masses that a Trump victory would lead to a 10-15% decline in the
S&P500 just a few short weeks ago.
As always, we seek to own a collection of businesses that will appreciate over time through whatever
bumps in the road may come. We thus sought to ignore the noise and invest without regard to emotion,
except to feel slightly positive given the pervasive sense of negativity. In fact, before the election, a
report from B of A / Merrill Lynch indicated that institutional portfolios were holding record levels of
cash, consistent with a recession. As a reminder, for long term investors a recession is the time to follow
Warren Buffett’s advice and “be greedy when others are fearful.” This backdrop combined with a review
of our individual businesses allowed us to remain essentially fully invested in the second half of the year,
which is likely to be somewhat of a rarity if the stock prices of our companies continue to appreciate.
While we did not seek to reposition our portfolio before or after the election, our portfolio did lag the
small cap indexes from the election through year end with our portfolio appreciating by 7% over this
period, while the R2000 appreciated 14.1%. The S&P500 returned 5.4% during this period. The broader
rally – especially in small caps – is largely based on the belief that Trump’s plan to lower taxes will
increase earnings. For those companies where normalized earnings power is readily visible, the market
seems to have easily extrapolated the effect of lower taxes (higher earnings). For our portfolio, which is
made up of companies whose normalized earnings power is for the most part presently obscured, the
market cannot yet extrapolate the effect that lower taxes will have. This leaves us in the enviable
position that if Trump is able to fulfill his promise of lower taxes (far from a certainty in my mind) we
should still benefit as our companies meet our operational expectations, but if Trump is unable to
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achieve his tax cut goals, in theory our companies won’t be punished. In any case, a few scant weeks is
far too short of a period to concern ourselves with, and our portfolio is built on the backs of companies
that I believe will prosper over time regardless of who is in the oval office.

Yogi Berra and Competing with the Right People
"You better cut the pizza in four pieces because I'm not hungry enough to eat six."
~Yogi Berra
While the election dominated the national news, market watchers were also focused on a change to the
way that the S&P 500 is constructed. Since 1999, the S&P500 has been governed by the Global Industry
Classification Standard (GICS), a system that essentially slices and dices the market into its component
sectors and industries. This past September, GICS was changed for the first time since its creation to
elevate “Real Estate” from its status as an Industry Group under the “Financials” heading to a starring
role as its own Sector.
Common sense dictates that changing how an investment is “classified” should not change the value of
the investment, just as cutting a pizza in four pieces rather than six doesn’t change how much pizza
there is. However, as I am fond of saying, common sense is uncommon on Wall Street, and according to
an article on REIT.com, the change in GICS is expected to result in "$30 billion to $100 billion in new
capital coming into [real estate stocks], as equity funds that have been significantly underweight in real
estate look to achieve a market-neutral position."
That billions of dollars are expected to flow into REITs simply because of how they are “classified” is an
excellent illustration of why so few investors are able to outperform the market over time. It should be
obvious that the ultimate value of the real estate in question will be a function of the value of the cash
flows that the properties can generate over their lifetimes, but billions of dollars are expected to ignore
the cash flows, and jump into real estate stocks based on classification alone.
These are the people that I want to compete against in the investing world. They are so afraid of underperforming the market in the short term due to under-owning real estate versus the index that they are
willing to completely abandon the most basic principles of valuation. Contrast this approach with our
own style of ignoring the indexes while patiently digging through the hidden corners of the markets
looking for true anomalies, and you will understand why I am confident in the future of our partnership.

New Investment
“We don’t get paid for activity, just for being right.”
~Warren Buffett, 1998 Berkshire Hathaway meeting
We made one new significant investment in the second half of the year, which brings the grand total of
significant new investments for the year to one. While this level of activity is somewhat less than what I
would typically expect, it is important to not mistake this inactivity for laziness. We are constantly
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bombarded with new investment ideas, and inactivity in the face of relentless pressure to “do
something” is difficult to maintain. As a reminder, for the most part our portfolio is filled with
companies that have been purposefully chosen because they are dealing with some kind of structural or
operational difficulty that causes the market to price shares well below our estimate of intrinsic value.
We invest based on a variant perception of the company’s reality, and then wait. We are not looking for
turnarounds, but rather good businesses whose value will become apparent with time as management
executes, and the market catches on to what is happening beneath the surface. Our future success will
thus be largely determined by our ability to remain patient, and it does not make sense to jump from
one situation to the next simply to “do something”. Rather, our activity level will be determined by the
performance of our companies versus our expectations, and the opportunities – both present and future
– that are before us.
The addition to our portfolio is Gaia Inc. (GAIA). For those that ask where I find investment ideas, GAIA is
a good example of how random the process can be. I first came across GAIA a year ago when I was
having back problems, and searching for yoga videos on line. I noted that the business was a subsidiary
of a publicly traded company, but did not do much research at the time. I then came across the
company again when I noted that Lindblad Expeditions, a company I had followed for some time, bought
a travel subsidiary from GAIA’s former parent. Again, I did not do much work on the name at the time.
Next, Scott Miller of Greenhaven Road Capital, an excellent investor and valuable friend of the fund,
suggested that I investigate the company in more detail. Lastly, I noted that the company’s Investor
Relations representative, Cody Slach of Liolis, represented Iteris at the time of our initial investment,
and I found him to be helpful and honest (not always a given with micro cap stocks and IR). With all
these touch points, it seemed as if the universe was kicking me in the shins and demanding that I take
the time to understand the company, which is fitting considering that GAIA deals with topics such as
“fate” and “destiny” in their business.
I have included my full writeup on the company from October at the end of this letter, but in brief, GAIA
is a streaming video business focused on yoga, “seeking truth” and “transformation” that is growing
revenues 50+% per year. While the company is not presently profitable, that is largely due to the
vagaries of GAAP accounting, where customer acquisition costs (i.e. growth) are expensed day 1, but
revenue is only recognized ratably over the life of a customer. In other words, if someone were to loan
me $10 today, and then I were to give this person $1 a day for the next 20 days, the lender would not
recognize a “profit” until day 11… but I would still recommend that if given this sort of opportunity, you
make that loan.
Our investment in GAIA is somewhat unusual for us as the future of the business is far less predictable
than most of our other portfolio companies, but it very much fits the bill given the presence of a very
impressive owner/operator CEO, operations in a niche market, and very attractive industry economics.
These factors alone are not enough to justify a purchase, but the price we paid for our shares can only
be described as a complete anomaly.
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In addition to the streaming video business, GAIA has a cash rich balance sheet and owns a building just
outside of Boulder, Colorado. However, at the time of our purchase the cash did not appear on the
company’s balance sheet, and I believe the value of the building is significantly higher than indicated by
the company’s balance sheet, causing the market to completely miss what was going on at GAIA. As a
result, we were able to buy our shares at prices below my estimate of the value of the company’s cash,
investments, and real estate, meaning that we theoretically got a niche streaming video business that is
growing revenue by 50% a year and controlled by a very impressive entrepreneur for less than free.
I initially viewed this as an investment that would likely be short-term in nature as I believed shares
would quickly trade higher when the market recognized the value of the company’s cash. However,
while the shares did quickly appreciate, after meeting with the CEO and his leadership team and
learning more about their plan, I elected to hold our shares. While the future of this business is
uncertain, the CEO’s mixture of passionate confidence and pragmatic rationality make him someone
that I think we will benefit from partnering with. In the meantime, our downside is protected by cash
(which will shrink due to growth spending), investments (which if history is any guide, should grow with
time), and real estate (which should continue to appreciate). If the business does succeed, I expect it to
be worth many multiples of our original investment in 3 to 5 years, making the upside/downside analysis
very attractive. Please let me know if you have any questions after reading the full length write up
below.

Top 5 Holdings
As of year end, our five largest holdings are GAIA (described in detail below) and in alphabetical order:
EZCorp (EZPW) - EZCorp was our best performing individual name in 2016, a title I suspect it will
continue to hold for a long time after appreciating ~250%. I detailed the original thesis in our Q1 letter.
It may be hard to believe there is still opportunity following a move of this magnitude, but the company
operates in a recession proof industry and remains cheap on normalized free cash flow. Further, I
believe there is still significant upside as the company has announced meaningful cost costs, and is now
able to resume its focus on growth in the U.S. and Latin America, while potentially returning capital to
shareholders. Lastly, EZPW has an aging controlling shareholder and in my judgement is the most
attractive collection of pawn assets that could potentially be purchased by an aggressively acquisitive
competitor.
Iteris (ITI) - Iteris was a top performer for us in 2016, having appreciated ~66%, and it has continued to
please in the new year. I included a detailed slide deck on Iteris with the Q2 letter. The company has
been executing very well with its traffic related businesses, and its “lotto ticket” agriculture business
which we initially valued at $0 is reaching an inflection point, and could wind up being worth multiples
of our original investment.
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NOW Inc. (DNOW) - Now Inc., which appreciated ~51% during the year, requires a Darwinian
perspective. The company is a leading distributor of consumable parts to oil and gas end users. As I am
sure you aware, in recent years low oil prices have decimated oil drilling activity, which has in turn
greatly curtailed DNOW’s business. However, with its rock-solid balance sheet and substantial liquidity
DNOW is in an excellent position to mop up market share abandoned by weaker competitors and
expand into more value add roles. The CEO, who left former parent-co National Oilwell Varco to go with
DNOW during a 2014 spin-off, has proven his ability to grow a business through acquisitions, and DNOW
is likely to be in a much stronger position when the energy markets turn once again. This may take
years, but in the meantime, the company’s asset light model means that capital expenses are de
minimis, and cash flows from liquidating inventories are robust.
Revlon (REV) - Revlon was essentially flat on the year for us, despite a wild ride in between. I detailed
the thesis on Revlon in the Q2 letter, and recently presented a slide deck at the Manual of Ideas/Lattice
Work “Best Ideas” Conference. The deck remains exclusive to conference participants at this point, but I
will send it along shortly. Suffice to say that while the share price had gone nowhere through year end,
my confidence has grown and I am excited to see what Revlon can do for our portfolio in 2017 and
beyond.

Growing Our Partnership
Our success this year has not gone unnoticed, and I have received a significant amount of inbound
correspondence seeking to learn more about LWC. Unfortunately, I have determined that the vast
majority of this interest is from people or institutions who would not be suitable partners.
As you know, earlier in my career I worked as an institutional equity salesman, where I had the
opportunity to work with dozens of different hedge funds, mutual funds, registered investment
advisors, and partnerships. Without exception, those that have proven to be enduring put a very heavy
emphasis on the quality of their investors, while those that have proven to be fleeting often placed
current income from sub-optimal partners ahead of long term success. I am determined to not make
this same mistake, and have been quick to say, “thanks, but no thanks” to those who have indicated a
need for first loss protection, constant liquidity, short term predictions, or smooth, rather than bumpy
returns.
That being said, at this early stage growing our partnership will benefit us all as we are significantly
below the level where our size would limit our ability to access the hidden corners of the market, and I
would be happy to speak with the “right kind” of partner. While it is difficult to identify the right kind of
partner ex ante, I believe an excellent place to start is people who are experienced business owners and
entrepreneurs. People like this tend to innately understand the difference between the value of a
business and the price that the market is willing to pay for it. While this seems simple in concept, in
practice very few people are capable of making this distinction and removing themselves from the Wall
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Street fray. Further, people like this will strengthen the collective knowledge of our partnership, and
potentially act as a source of information on various businesses and industries in the future. For that
reason, I would ask that if your network includes accredited investors that are business owners and/or
entrepreneurs, please feel free to mention Laughing Water Capital to them.

Looking Forward
As always, I have no idea what the near term future will bring, and I suggest you regard anyone who
claims to know with suspicion. The “Trump Rally” may prove to be lasting as the promise of lower
regulation and lower taxes encourage businesses to increase investment. However, I have my doubts as
change of this magnitude will inevitably take time and compromise, as well as generate unintended
consequences along the way. It is impossible to know in advance what the event path will be, and I
believe it is mostly a waste of energy to spend too much time thinking about it.
For the most part, our portfolio is filled with good businesses that are led by highly incentivized people
who will likely do well over longer periods of time simply by continuing to act in their own best interest
and making easy decisions. There are guaranteed to be bumps in the road along the way, but I believe
these people and these businesses are well suited to be long term beneficiaries of any short term
troubles. For that reason, I believe our best course going forward is to sit patiently and wait, while
continuing to search for future opportunities.

Matt Sweeney, CFA

MSweeney@LaughingWaterCapital.com
917-306-0461
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Gaia Inc. (GAIA)

October, 2016

Gaia Inc (“GAIA”) is a situation where Mr. Market appears willing to pay you several million
dollars to own a nichey, asset light, negative working capital, highly scalable streaming video on
demand (“VOD”) business that is led by an owner operator serial entrepreneur with an enviable
track record. The VOD business has reached scale and can be profitable at growth rates of
~30%, but the company is forecasting subscriber growth of 50-80% per year over the next 3
years, and funding this growth means that the business will lose money in the near term.
However, this is an appropriate strategic decision that is more reflective of the vagaries of
GAAP accounting than any problems with the business itself. In short, the business could be
cash flow positive with the stroke of a pen by simply choosing to grow less quickly.
Admittedly this business is difficult to value, but I am quite certain it is NOT worth less than $0,
the CEO has clearly demonstrated that he thinks the stock is worth more today than $7.75 per
share (20+% upside from current prices), and the company believes they can achieve $60
million in pre-tax income and $2.50 per share in EPS in 2021. These are lofty goals, and
investors are right to view them skeptically. However, if achieved, GAIA will likely be worth
somewhere between $600 and $900 million in 2021, representing gains of 500-800% from
today’s prices. Most important from my view, an investment in GAIA today comes with
theoretically no down side due to cash and property on the balance sheet, making the VOD
business a free lotto ticket. Notably, the value of the cash and property do not presently appear
on the balance sheet preventing the automated screeners that rule the markets in an era
where “stock picking is dead” from identifying the true economic value of the assets. This will
change when the company releases Q3 numbers on 11/3, representing a hard catalyst.

Background
A few short months ago GAIA reported in 2 segments, Gaiam, a branded products business
focused on selling yoga related products (“yoga products”), and Gaia (formerly Gaiam TV), a
money losing video on demand (“VOD”) service that has more than 7,000 titles “focused on
yoga, health and longevity, seeking truth, spiritual growth and conscious films & series.”
Additionally, the company owned a stake in a travel business known as Natural Habitats.
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2015 Revenues (thousands)
GAIAM
GAIA
Total

$174,559
$13,459
188,018

92.8%
7.2%

It is logical to assume that investors who owned GAIA a few months ago owned it because of
the yoga products business, and were barely focused on the travel or the VOD businesses
except to the extent that they were not happy that VOD was losing money.
After previously toying with a spinoff, in May the company announced that they would be
selling the yoga products business for $167 million and the travel business for $12.85 million.
Following the sale, the remaining company would essentially be the VOD business. We will talk
more about GAIA’s founder and CEO later, but as a teaser, consider that the travel business was
purchased for $600,000 in 2002, representing a CAGR of approximately 24% and indicating that
the CEO is a skilled capital allocator.
Concurrent with the sales, the company announced that they would use the proceeds to
finance a tender offer for 12 million company shares at a price of $7.75 per share for a total of
$93 million.
The company further announced that following the completion of the sales of the yoga
products and travel businesses and the tender offer for $93 million they expected to have
approximately $60 million on the balance sheet.

Recent Weakness
It is important to note that legacy shareholders are left owning something they never intended
to own; they thought they owned yoga products, instead they own a VOD business. This may
help explain why shares have been under indiscriminate selling pressure lately. This seems
especially relevant when considering the largest shareholders, several of whom are index or
quant oriented. A complete change in business model by a portfolio company likely requires
these holders to sell. While it is likely that they participated in the tender offer to some extent,
it is possible they are presently dumping remaining shares on the open market. Additionally,
management has not made any attempts to reveal the true value of their assets to
shareholders, presumably because they would like to re-purchase more shares in the near
future.
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Hidden Asset #1
While the company intended to repurchase $93 million worth of shares, the tender offer was
under subscribed, and the company was only able to deploy $74,685,572 for 9,636,848 shares
and $1,368,472 for 842,114 options, which equals ~40% of the company. Curiously
(deliberately?), the sale of the businesses closed on July 1, meaning that the company’s balance
sheet has not been updated in the latest Q to reflect the cash from this sale. Additionally, while
the tender offer fell short by $17 million dollars, the company did not update their estimate of
cash on the balance sheet during a September road show. Simple math suggests that if the
plan was to spend $93 million on the tender offer and have $60M cash remaining, they should
now have $77M in cash, or approximately 81% of the market cap.

Hidden Asset #2
GAIA owns a building in Louisville, CO, that they purchased in January of 2008. The building sits
on their balance sheet at $17.2 million (purchase price of $13.2 million plus improvements that
saw it initially appear on the balance sheet for $19.4 million), and management has stated that
they think it is worth, “at least $20 million.” However, I believe that this vastly underestimates
the true value of the building.
Louisville is approximately 40 minutes north-west of Denver, and is just east of Boulder. The
population of Colorado is growing at 2x the national average, and the Boulder area is
consistently listed as one of the most desirable places to live in the United States. The
population is young, educated, and highly active, which likely explains why Boulder is quickly
becoming known as a technological hub, with a thriving startup community and representation
from several of the big tech employers. The young, educated population attracts employers,
and employers attract more young, educated people and so on.
Boulder’s geography and love of open space has created a unique real estate environment. To
the west of Boulder lie the Rocky Mountains, and residents are fiercely protective of their
views. Local ordinances prevent construction of buildings taller than 55 feet, and the area to
the west of Boulder is insulated from development by “the blue line” which was established in
1957, and restricts water service to elevations above 5,750 feet. According to a recent article in
the NY Times, the growing population and limited land open for development has led to
property values rising 60% over the last 5 years.
As you may have guessed, if you can’t expand up, and you can’t expand to the west, expanding
south and east become more attractive (north of course is an option as well, but south and east
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are considered more attractive due to their proximity to Denver and major travel corridors).
According to a local real estate professional, this effect is likely to be exacerbated in the coming
years because Google recently built a campus east of the traditional down town center, which
will, “push the center of Boulder eastward.”
Accurately valuing commercial real estate is difficult because each building is unique, and is
essentially worth what a buyer will pay for it. However, examining recent comps can be
illustrative.
Address
Class
Year
Built
Last
Sold
Acres
Sq Ft
P/Sq Ft

371 Centennial Pkwy, Louisville
B
2000
2H '15
5.25
77,908
$174

Address
Class
Year
Built
Last
Sold
Acres
Sq Ft
P/Sq Ft

858 Coal Creek Circle, Louisville
B
2001
2H ' 15
5.14
210,689
$180

These properties are 2.5 miles from the building that GAIA owns and about 8.5 miles from
Google’s campus.
Information on the GAIA building (about 7.5 miles from Google’s campus) is presented below,
as are implied prices if the above 2 comps are applied on a P/Sq Ft basis.
Address
Class
Year Built
Last Sold
Acres
Sq Ft
P/Sq Ft
Implied
Value
(thousands)

833 W. South Boulder Rd
Louisville
A
1983
Jan-08
12.7
150,262
$174
$180
@
$26,146

$27,047

There are of course several other factors to evaluate when considering if the P/Sq Ft from the
comps is relevant. Of note, the first two buildings are within spitting distance of the Denver
Boulder Turnpike, while the GAIA building is about 2.5 miles away. Proximity to the highway is
likely regarded as attractive due to ease of access for commuting employees and delivery trucks
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to the extent that delivery trucks are relevant. That being said, 2.5 miles away from the
highway hardly seems an insurmountable distance. Also of note, the GAIA building is quite a bit
older than the comps, but the age difference is mitigated because according to local news
reports from the time (since confirmed by management) the building was purchased for
$13.2M, but entered on the balance sheet at $19.4, indicating that a multi-million dollar
renovation was completed subsequent to the purchase. This renovation likely contributes to
the GAIA property being a Class A facility as opposed to lower quality Class B facility like the
comps above. The fact that the GAIA property has an onsite cafeteria and gym also likely
contributes to its Class A rating. The 12.7 acre property that the GAIA building sits on is likely
highly valuable as well as it includes expansive parking, as well as green spaces and the like – a
must for those going for the true “campus” feel when looking for an office space, and a feature
that makes this property unique in the area. As such, I think it is reasonable to think that the
P/Sq Ft estimates from the recent comps are a decent starting point for valuing the building. If
one then considers that the comp sales took place a year ago and commercial-office space in
the Louisville area is up more than 5% YoY, something in the neighborhood of $28 million starts
to sound right, and it is not difficult to make a case for something in the low-mid $30 million
range when one considers the Class A rating, the size of the property, and its unique attributes.
This may sound crazy in light of the $13.2 million purchase price less than a decade ago, but
there are several factors to consider that take the edge off of crazy. Notably, the 2008 10-K
valued the building plus improvements at $19.4 million and notes that the company believed
that the purchase price of the building was “well below its replacement value.” Examining
national trends in commercial property prices as provided by Green Street Advisors from
January of 2008 through today suggests that the property should have appreciated by more
than 35% (January of 2008 indexed at 93.4).
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35% appreciation from $19.4 million carrying valuing suggests a present value of $26.2 million,
but it is highly likely that properties in the Denver – Boulder area have over indexed over the
last 8 years for reasons cited previously, which suggests a 35% increase from January 2008
levels is conservative. The area has simply exploded over the last few years, as evidenced by
Office Vacancy rates in Boulder County that are below 4% presently.
Further evidence that 35% appreciation is conservative comes from the fact that GAIA seems to
have scored a bargain purchase price. The seller was Conoco Phillips, a $50B behemoth who
was conceivably not price sensitive, and the sale took place as the housing crisis was brewing
and the real estate markets were falling apart. While January 2008 purchases index at 93.4 on
the Green Street Commercial Property Price Index, January 2009 purchases index at 68.2. If
Conoco was eager to exit (which seems likely), they likely hit a low ball bid from GAIA. Also
worth considering is that the buyer was Jirka Rysavy, founder and present CEO of GAIA, who
has proven over the last few decades that he is a savvy business man & investor who likely
viewed the purchase as not just an office building, but an investment. All of these
considerations serve to validate suggestions from recent comp sales that the property owned
by GAIA is worth substantially more than $20 million.

Streaming Video Business For Less than Free?
Combining the presumptive value of the cash that will soon be revealed on the company’s
balance sheet and the assumed value of the building that the company owns reveals the
implied value of the VOD business in a variety of scenarios.
(thousands)
Market Cap @ $6.25 per share
- Cash
- Building
Implied Value of VOD business
Per Share

Low
$94,611
$60,000
$20,000
$14,611
$0.97

Mid
$94,611
$70,000
$28,000
-$3,389
-$0.22

High
$94,611
$77,000
$34,000
-$16,389
-$1.08

Although the low case above is what the company has been touting, I consider it to be
extremely conservative for the reasons laid out previously. The high case is arguably aggressive
as it assumes that the VOD business will not have burned any cash in the quarter and that the
building and associated real estate are trophies (although this is mitigated by the assumption
that the value of the real estate is likely to continue to grow at mid-single digits for the
foreseeable future). It is also worth noting that GAIA has indicated they were open to selling
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the building in the past and following the recent sale of the other businesses, the building is less
than 20% used by GAIA, making a sale in the near term a very real possibility.

Worst Case Scenario…
When considering an investment that is essentially just a ton of cash and a building, investors
are right to be skeptical. Tales of un-incentivized management teams treating their businesses
as personal piggy banks, paying themselves high salaries and squandering the cash on foolish
acquisitions are legion, and should be considered the worst case scenario in situations such as
these. I suggest investors use this backdrop as a starting point when considering GAIA and its
cash rich balance sheet. Now I suggest doing a 180 degree turn and considering the exact
opposite: the best case scenario.
Following the recent sales and tender offer, GAIA is 38% owned by Jirka Rysavy, who neglected
to participate in the tender offer, essentially doubling down on his investment in GAIA. Rysavy
is thus clearly motivated to focus on share price. For additional evidence that Rysavy is unlikely
to bleed the company, consider that this is a man who for years lived in a cabin in the woods
with no electricity and no plumbing... while he was CEO of a Fortune 500 company. Suffice to
say he is not driven by material trappings, but rather by entrepreneurial success, and on this
front, his resume is impressive.
Rysavy came to the United States from Eastern Europe in the early 1980s with no money and a
limited ability to speak English. He started a business known as Corporate Express which
focused on selling recycled office products using the Walmart model (sell cheap!) as his blue
print. He grew this business into a Fortune 500 company with 27,500 employees and sold it to
Staples (SPLS) for $4.7 billion in 1998. During the early days of Corporate Express he also
founded a natural foods store known as Crystal Market which he later sold to Wild Oats, which
Whole Foods later attempted to buy. Gaiam, the predecessor company to GAIA, was also
founded during the early days of Corporate Express, although Rysavy did not devote his full
energy to the project until after the sale of Corporate Express. Rysavy has started and invested
in several other businesses over the years, suggesting that he is a serial entrepreneur driven by
business success, not money. This is an important backdrop when considering the downside
case of an investment in GAIA. If we start with the assumption that the VOD business will fail,
what we are left with is a highly motivated serial entrepreneur with a track record of success
who has access to a pile of cash and his own skin in the game. I thus consider it highly likely
that if it becomes clear that VOD is a failure, Rysavy will not continue to pour good money after
bad, but will rather pivot and do something else intelligent with the cash.
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The VOD Business
Having established that the market apparently thinks the VOD business is worth less than $0, it
is worth considering what the market is so pessimistic about. In brief, GAIA is a globally
available content provider with 170,000 existing subscribers and 7,200 hours of content, 93% of
which is exclusive to GAIA. Broadly, the content falls into four categories, “yoga,” “seeking
truth” (focused on metaphysics, ancient wisdom and answering the question “why are we
here?”), “transformation” (focused on deepening the mind, body, spirit connection), and “films
and documentaries.” The base rate for a monthly subscription is $9.95, and GAIA is available
through all the major platforms like Apple TV, Roku, and Amazon, as well as to Comcast and
Verizon customers. This is clearly niche content, and the company believes that in 2020 their
total potential audience will be 11.5 million people, which represents 7% of the forecasted
global “Over The Top” (OTT) video audience. The company presently has customers in 120
countries which represent 33% of their subscriber base. However at the moment language
translation is limited, but set to expand beginning this quarter. Longer term the company
believes that 60+% of their subscribers could be international. The company has in house
production facilities at the previously discussed Boulder property, which contributes to them
being able to keep production costs at a comparatively low 20% of revenue (vs 70% at NFLX).
At first glance, it is difficult to claim that this business has any sort of “moat” as barriers to entry
appear to be limited. For example, there is nothing stopping Netflix or Amazon or others from
entering the space tomorrow. The counterpoint to this however is that content of this sort is
already abundant and freely available on YouTube. There are countless yoga studios that
stream their content, and no shortage of people willing to soliloquize on their views of the
world. Despite this broad availability, GAIA has been able to grow subscribers at rates between
30 and 90% annualized in recent history, suggesting that their content is high quality, and
possibly that paying for the content imbues it with higher value. Over time it is likely that the
presenters on GAIA’s platform become the moat, as subscribers develop a pseudo relationship
with them. This should not be considered a deep or wide moat, but given the low stock price,
existing library, proven production capabilities, and existing subscriber base, if Netflix, Amazon
or other deep pocketed potential competitors wanted to enter the space, it would arguably be
much easier to buy GAIA rather than build out a new offering. Additionally, Netflix and Amazon
have much bigger battles to fight in the quest to become the dominant content provider, and
niche content such as that provided by GAIA is likely low on their priority list.
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So What is the VOD Business Worth?
As investors in NetFlix (NFLX) know, VOD can be a very attractive business. Clearly GAIA’s
offering of yoga and lifestyle centric content has nowhere near the scale potential of NFLX, but
the two businesses are similar in that they have tremendous embedded operating leverage,
and are highly scalable. One Important positive difference between GAIA and NFLX is that
while NFLX spends a fortune (~70% of revenue) on content costs, GAIA’s content costs are less
than 20% of revenue, making GAIA significantly less capital intensive and allowing GAIA to
benefit from negative working capital. These factors contribute to growth in revenue dropping
almost directly to the bottom line, which means that pursuing growth is the right strategy for
the long term, even if it can lead to operating losses in the short term. If you need further
evidence that this strategy is wise, consider that it is estimated that Netflix will burn $1.2 billion
in the coming year pursuing growth through marketing and content costs. Despite this massive
cash burn, NFLX is awarded a 7x EV/Trailing Sales multiple by the markets, while GAIA trades at
~1x EV/Trailing Sales (excluding real estate), despite the fact that it is likely to grow more than
2x as fast as NFLX in the coming year.

VOD – Asset Value
The company has more than 7,200 hours of content, and production costs presently hover
around $5,000 per hour of content. Replacement value would thus equal $36 million, but this
type of content is essentially worth whatever someone will pay for it, and we can’t know in
advance how much that is. For skeptics that might think this nichey content is worthless,
consider that people want and actively acquire all sorts of content. For example, CONtv is a
streaming network focused on “comic conventions.” That’s right. A dedicated streaming
network focused on people who like to dress up in costumes and pretend they are super
heroes. On days other than Halloween. In the interest of conservatism, it is appropriate to
assume a discount to production cost of somewhere between 60 and 40%.
(thousands)
Cash
Building
VOD Library Discount
VOD Library Value
Combined Value
Per Share
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Low
Mid
High
$60,000 $74,000 $77,000
$20,000 $27,000 $34,000
60%
50%
40%
$14,400 $18,000 $21,600
$94,400 $119,000 $132,600
$6.24
$7.86
$8.76
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I believe that these numbers are a reasonable representation of what GAIA would look like in a
liquidation scenario, suggesting that even under pessimistic assumptions downside is negligible.

VOD – Theoretical Steady State
Valuing the VOD business as a going concern is no easy task. Skeptics will claim that at present
GAIA resembles a venture capital investment following a fund raising round, where the risk is
that the company will quickly burn through cash. There may be some legitimacy to this fear,
although as discussed previously, this risk is tempered by the fact that nobody has more to lose
than the skilled capital allocator at the helm. Perhaps more importantly though, the company
has proven that the VOD business – which will lose money in the near term – could be
profitable right now if they so choose. In fact, the business broke even in Q2 2015 and was
profitable in Q3 2015 at run rate revenues of ~$14.5 million, while growing subscribers 30-35%.
Profitability was a deliberate decision made by the company in advance of the contemplated
spin-off between VOD and the yoga products business which was meant to isolate their
respective values. According to the company, growth levels of 30-35% which would allow the
company to be currently profitable require spending approximately 25% of a customer’s life
time value on marketing.
However, the company does not plan to be profitable in the near term because they plan on
ramping up marketing spend in order to return to subscriber growth rates of 50-85% per year,
which they hit in 2014. According to the company, growing at this rate requires spending half of
a customer’s life time value on marketing. In my view, aiming for this incredibly rapid growth is
a bold decision that could only be made by an owner operator who is more concerned with
long term value than pleasing Wall Street analysts in the short term. Additionally, it is worth
noting that Rysavy has indicated that they never spend more than half of a customer’s life time
value, which further insulates against the risk that the company will simply burn through their
cash pile.
To understand the relationship between growth and short term profitability at GAIA, consider
that under GAAP accounting, rapid revenue growth in a subscription business fuels near term
operating losses, and thus topline growth – obviously a long term positive - is a negative
contributor to the company's earnings in the short term. This is because under GAAP, customer
acquisition costs must be expensed immediately, while revenue from new customers is only
recognized ratably. In simple terms with illustrative numbers, if a customer costs $50 to
acquire, and spends $10 per month on a service once acquired, in the first quarter after the
customer signs up the income statement will show revenue of $30, and cost of $50, for a loss of
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$20. However, the true value of the customer is not represented by this loss of $20, but rather
by the present value of the revenue they generate over their lifetime. If a customer spends $10
a month for 12 months, revenue attached to this customer is obviously $120, while expense
attached to this customer is $50, for a gain of $70. Rysavy himself has commented on this
reality:
If you breakeven you can grow like 20% to 30%. Anything over that did, it's
investing into the new customers, because we don't capitalize the customer so all
the hits from the market [subtract]. So it -- too much anything over like that 20%
to 30% would take from the P&L.
– Jirka Rysavy, CEO - Q4 2015 conference call
As such, accurately valuing the business and its future growth requires investors to step away
from the confines of GAAP and consider duration of subscription and customer churn. This is
just common sense, but common sense is uncommon on Wall Street. Importantly for
investors, the computer driven investing models that dominate the markets these days are
incapable of making common sense distinctions when screening for stocks to buy, which helps
explain why this opportunity exists.
The company does not fully disclose information on how long customers stick with the product
or churn rates, but based on the company’s profitability in mid-2015, recent subscriber growth,
and the company’s claims that new customers have 85% cash contribution margin, we can
estimate what the business would look like today if they were to abandon plans to grow at 5085% per year and focus on current profitability.
The company has indicated that in mid-2015 they were able to run-rate at $1 million in EBITDA
(which in a capital light, debt free business with NOLs is a fair approximation for cash) with
~120,000 subscribers. Since then the company has added more than 50,000 subscribers who
are presumably generating $100 in revenue per year.
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(Thousands except subs)
Q3 15 subs
Q3 EBITDA Run Rate
Additional subs
value per sub per year
Additional Rev
Cash Contribution %
Additional EBITDA

120,000 note: 117,000 in investor presentation
$1,000
50,000
$0.1 note: assumes $8.33 per month vs $9.95 base rate
$5,000
85% note: currently 88%
$4,250

Steady State EBITDA
EBITDA Multiple
Enterprise Value
+Cash
+Building
- Debt
Equity Value
Per Share

$5,250
8.0x
$42,000
$60,000
$20,000
$0
$122,000
$8.06

10.0x
$52,500
$70,000
$28,000
$0
$150,500
$9.94

12.0x
$63,000
$77,000
$34,000
$0
$174,000
$11.49

Steady State Upside

29%

59%

84%

Note that in mid-2015 when the company was profitable they were still growing subs over 25%,
but for our purposes here we are calling this “steady state,” which should add an additional
margin of safety. For reference and comic relief, consider that NetFlix trades at an EV/EBITDA of
160x. Clearly GAIA is not NFLX and will never trade at the same multiples, but the high side
estimate of 12x vs. 160x seems sufficiently punitive to account for GAIA’s smaller total
addressable market and smaller size, especially when one considers that at present GAIA has a
customer relationship with less than 1.5% of their total addressable market, while NFLX has
already accessed 25% of their total addressable market (estimates vary).

VOD – Growth Potential
Accurately predicting GAIA’s future would require perfect knowledge of customer acquisition
costs, customer growth rates, churn rates, and duration, none of which are available to
investors. Even with this information, it would be impossible to accurately forecast several
years in the future. What is important is that whatever growth potential GAIA might have is
free to current investors, yet it is likely to be very valuable. On a macro level, it seems clear
that the trend toward Over The Top (OTT) television is only gaining speed. Additionally, there is
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a clear trend toward more nichey content and increasing evidence that consumers are willing to
pay for it – for example, 60% of NFLX subscribers subscribe to more than 1 streaming platform,
with 18% of households subscribing to 3 or more platforms.
A GAIA initiated marketing study suggests that by 2020 there will be 300 million OTT
subscribing households globally, with 165 million of those households interested in at least one
GAIA topic. Of that 165 million, the company believes their total addressable market (TAM) is
11.5 million, or 7%. As of their most recent investor presentation, the company has set a goal
of 1 million subscribers in 2019, and 1.6 million in 2021. To achieve these numbers, the
company has forecasted growth of 50%, 80% and 80% in 2016, 2017 and 2018. According to the
company, reaching these levels of growth requires spending approximately half of a customer’s
life time value on marketing. Based on these estimates through 2018, we can estimate what
the company believes growth may look like through 2021.

Subscribers
Growth
% of TAM

YE 15
145,000
1.2%

2016
217,500
50%
1.9%

2017
391,500
80%
3.3%

2018
704,700
80%
6.0%

3 year
goal 1M
2019
1,057,050
50%
9.0%

2020
1,321,313
25%
11.3%

5 year
goal 1.6M
2021
1,651,641
25%
14.1%

On their face, these numbers are obviously aggressive. However, the company is starting from
a low base, is only now beginning to roll out foreign language service, and has proven they can
grow at high rates in the past. For example, as of Q1 2016, the company was growing at a 90%
annualized rate, well above their target of 50% for the year.
1.6 million subscribers is about 14% of what they have identified as their TAM which seems
reasonable, if not conservative. For reference, the WWE (WWE) professional wrestling network
currently has around 1.5 million subscribers. It seems reasonable to assume that globally there
are more people interested in yoga and “seeking truth” than professional wrestling, although it
is also likely they are less rabid than WWE fans.
If the company is able to reach 1.6 million subscribers, they believe they will achieve 85% gross
margin, 90% cash contribution margin, and 40% pre-tax margin, which will generate $60 million
in pre-tax income and $2.50 per share in earnings. Capital light, negative working capital
businesses demand high multiples, even before considering growth, so I think P/E multiples in
the range of 20-25x, implying a stock price of $50-62.50, are appropriate.
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It is far from certain if the company can achieve these goals, and if they can, it will no doubt be
a bumpy ride beset by setbacks. What is more certain however, is that at current prices
investors are not paying for this potential growth, and in fact are arguably being paid to expose
themselves to this potential growth.

Conclusion
GAIA is an investment opportunity with an extremely skewed risk/reward profile. The risk is
protected by hard assets controlled by a clearly incentivized owner operator with an impressive
track record, and the upside reward is the potential for 900% appreciation over the next 5
years. Importantly, this investment could be a success today if the company simply chose to
reduce their growth rates.

Valuation Summary

Assets
Steady State
Company Growth Case (2021)

Low
$6.24
$8.06
$50.00

Value
Mid
$7.86
$9.94
$56.25

High
$8.76
$11.49
$62.50

Low
-0.2%
28.9%
700.0%

Upside
Mid
25.8%
59.1%
800.0%

High
40.2%
83.9%
900.0%

Risks
-

Competition from deep-pocketed new entrants
Failure to rein in spending if it becomes clear that the growth strategy is not working
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Disclaimer:
This document, which is being provided on a confidential basis, shall not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation
of any offer to buy which may only be made at the time a qualified offeree receives a confidential private
offering memorandum (“CPOM”) / confidential explanatory memorandum (“CEM”), which contains important
information (including investment objective, policies, risk factors, fees, tax implications and relevant qualifications),
and only in those jurisdictions where permitted by law. In the case of any inconsistency between the descriptions or
terms in this document and the CPOM/CEM, the CPOM/CEM shall control. These securities shall not be offered or
sold in any jurisdiction in which such offer, solicitation or sale would be unlawful until the requirements of the laws of
such jurisdiction have been satisfied. This document is not intended for public use or distribution. While all the
information prepared in this document is believed to be accurate, Laughing Water Capital, LP and LW Capital
Management, LLC make no express warranty as to the completeness or accuracy, nor can they accept responsibility
for errors appearing in the document.
An investment in the fund/partnership is speculative and involves a high degree of risk. Opportunities for
withdrawal/redemption and transferability of interests are restricted, so investors may not have access to capital when
it is needed. There is no secondary market for the interests and none is expected to develop. The portfolio is under
the sole trading authority of the general partner/investment manager. A portion of the trades executed may take place
on non-U.S. exchanges. Leverage may be employed in the portfolio, which can make investment performance
volatile. The portfolio is concentrated, which leads to increased volatility. An investor should not make an investment,
unless it is prepared to lose all or a substantial portion of its investment. The fees and expenses charged in
connection with this investment may be higher than the fees and expenses of other investment alternatives and
may offset profits.
There is no guarantee that the investment objective will be achieved. Moreover, the past performance of the
investment team should not be construed as an indicator of future performance. Any projections, market outlooks or
estimates in this document are forward-looking statements and are based upon certain assumptions. Other events
which were not taken into account may occur and may significantly affect the returns or performance of
the fund/partnership. Any projections, outlooks or assumptions should not be construed to be indicative of the actual
events which will occur.
The enclosed material is confidential and not to be reproduced or redistributed in whole or in part without the prior
written consent of LW Capital Management, LLC. The information in this material is only current as of the date
indicated, and may be superseded by subsequent market events or for other reasons. Statements concerning
financial market trends are based on current market conditions, which will fluctuate. Any statements of opinion
constitute only current opinions of Laughing Water Capital LP, which are subject to change and which Laughing
Water Capital LP does not undertake to update. Due to, among other things, the volatile nature of the
markets, an investment in the fund/partnership may only be suitable for certain investors. Parties should
independently investigate any investment strategy or manager, and should consult with qualified investment, legal
and tax professionals before making any investment.
The fund/partnership is not registered under the investment company act of 1940, as amended, in reliance on an
exemption there under. Interests in the fund/partnership have not been registered under the securities act of 1933, as
amended, or the securities laws of any state and are being offered and sold in reliance on exemptions from the
registration requirements of said act and laws.
The S&P 500 and Russell 2000 are indices of US equities. They are included for informational purposes only and
may not be representative of the type of investments made by the fund.
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